About BatteryCorp
BatteryCorp is a growing, global leader in the telecommunication services market. Founded in
1999, has evolved into a vibrant technology and services company providing mission-critical
backup battery power solutions to the world's largest telecom carriers. BatteryCorp's
innovative OMS® (Optimization Management System) technology platform supports more
than 85,000 site locations for top U.S.A. Telecom providers -- enabling proactive planning for
battery monitoring, modernization, maintenance, and the ability to predict battery failure
before it occurs.

Challenges
Like most web applications in the past, BatteryCorp initially designed a database
programming environment using Foxpro as its old style xBase programming doesn't work well
on a wide-area network. As a results, changes required on the track of migrating the existing
Foxpro to SQL server to manipulate very large databases.
As demand for online, dynamic content grew, BatteryCorp needed to re-architect their web
infrastructure utilising the latest Microsoft ASP.NET MVC framework for building scalable,
standards-based web applications using well-established design patterns and find a better
solutions to aggregate and integrate data into the site.
As OMS® technology platform utilizes a comprehensive database of statistics and advanced
algorithms to instantly evaluate an entire system to optimized reports was a big hurdle and
we overcome by utilising Active reports which is a unique architecture that allows the lean
reporting engine to quickly read records from the data.

Achivements
•

Foxpro to Sql server migrations.

•

Genarating complexity reports using Active Reports.

•

Rapid development.

•

Data Aggregation and Performance.

•

Reduced Complexity.

Technology & Environment
•

Microsoft ASP.NET Model-View-Controller (MVC) architectural pattern
- Better support for test-driven development (TDD).
- An extensible and pluggable framework.
- Expressive Views including the new Razor View Engine.
- Powerful hooks with Dependency Injection and Global Action Filters.
- Rich JavaScript support with unobtrusive JavaScript, jQuery Validation, and JSON binding

•

Entity Framework
- Is an Object/Relational Mapping (ORM) framework that enables to work with relational data as
domain-specific objects.
- The Entity Framework’s ORM implementation provides services like change tracking, identity resolution,
lazy loading, and query translation so it focus on application-specific business logic rather than the data
access fundamentals.

•

Language-Integrated Query (LINQ)
- Queries using LINQ in Entity Framework, is advantageous to retrieve and manipulate data as strongly
typed objects.
- It's a common syntax and a programming model to query different types of data using a common
language.

•

SQL Server 2012

•

Active Reports
- is a unique architecture that allows the lean reporting engine to quickly read records from the data.

•

jQuery
- jQuery is a JavaScript toolkit.

- jQuery - WijGrid
- core features supported by jQuery DOM manupulations, Event handling, Ajax Support, cross browse
support and light weight library.
•

JavaScripts
- Is a scripting language is a lightweight programming language.
- JavaScript code can be executed by all modern web browsers.
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